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Choose Your Preferred Destination

13|02|2023

Book a room
15|02|2023

CLOSE +

Enter Discount Code

CHECK AVAILABILITY

1 Room | 1 Adult | 0 Children | 0 Babies

Rooms

Adults (17yr+) 

Children (5-16yr+) 

Babies (0-4yr) 

Close+
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HOTEL

2 ROOMS+ 2 BEDS

5 AVAILABLE

2 AVAILABLE

4 AVAILABLE

1 ROOM+ 2 BEDS

3 ROOM+ 5 BEDS

Reserveport
by Pesapal

Reserveport by Pesapal is a hybrid solution
that combines the functions of both a Central
Reservations System and a Booking Engine.

Reserveport is used by hotels to manage and distribute hotel rooms to online travel agencies including

Benefits of Using Reserveport by Pesapal

Streamlined Reservations Management
Provides a centralized platform for managing reservations
across multiple channels, reducing the risk of overbooking
or double bookings.

Rate Parity
It ensures that the same room is available at the same
price across all distribution channels, reducing the risk
of price discrepancies

Inventory Control
It allows hotels to manage their inventory in real-time,
ensuring that rooms are available when guests want
to book them.

How Reserveport data, reporting & analytics will help your hotel
Improve Revenue Management
Provides real-time data on occupancy rates, booking patterns, and demand trends.
This information helps hotel owners adjust their pricing strategy, optimize room availability, and
manage inventory more effectively to increase revenue

Streamline Operations
Helps hotel streamline their operations and reduce
inefficiencies. Real-time data on room availability
and occupancy rates helps hotels manage staff
scheduling and optimize room reservations

Pesapal is Regulated by The Central Bank of Kenya | Bank of Uganda | Bank of Tanzania | National Bank of Rwanda


